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O. Introduction 
By Shoenfield absoluteness theorem, the II~ real singleton are the simplest, non 
constructible, projective reals. Very few Ff~ non constructible r al singletons exist 
in the literature. 
One of them is the real 0 # introduced by Solovay in [9]. It is 'provably IIk 
singleton', that means that there is a II~ formula ~p such that for any model M of 
ZF that contains 0 e as an element, 0# is- - - in M- - the  only solution of W. The 
existence of 0 # needs a large cardinal property as Ramsey or measurable and 0 # 
is not generic over L by mean of a constructible set of coJaditions~ 
Other ones have been constructed by forcing over L (~,;¢e Jensen and Solova~ 
[8] and Jensen [5]). They are not 'provably [1~ singleton'; they only are Ilk 
singleton 'at home', that means there is a I/~ formula ~ such that the real r is the 
only solution of ~ in L(r), but (except in trivial cases ~ for instance if M and L(r) 
have the same reals) it is not true that if M is another model containing r as an 
clement, r remains.---in M- - the  only solution of ~. Of course, by Shoenfield 
theorem, r remains a solution of g~ but not necessarily the only one. 
Later Jensen and Johnsbraten constructed, atso by forcing, a new and more 
absolme ft~ singleton r: r is the only solution ~ in M-  of some Ilk formula ~.~ as 
far as M satisfies: ~o~ = ~o]'. 
In the sense of absoluteness, this real is the 'best' lI~ singleton known, except 
0 #. Other I1~ singleton with various properties have been constructed (see 
[2, 3, 4]), but - -  in view of absoluteness ~ since they are constructed by use of the 
Jensen and Johnsbraten method, they are not different from that one. 
;- natural question is: find a 'provably' Hi non constructible singleton r such 
tha; 0#~ L(r)? It seems to be a difficult problem. This paper is devoted to the 
proof of a theorem which i s - - -perhaps - -a  step to a solution of this problem. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a ~ransitive model of  ZF+ V = L. There is an M definable 
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class P of forcing conditions and a II~ formula q) such that, if N is a P generic 
extension of M, then: 
(1) N and M have the same cardinals and the same cofinality function. 
(2) There is a real r in N such that N satisfies: 
ZF+'n0  # + V = L(r) + re L + q~(r) + 3! x q~(x). 
(3) If N is a generic extension o~  N (by a set of conditions), then FI satisfies: 
3! x ~(x). 
Note. (1) The real given by the theorem is not provably II~ singleton. I shall 
discuss and make some comments at the end of this paper. 
(2) If 0 # exists, I may assume that this real r is such that re  L(0#); but r is not 
I!~ singleton in L(0#). 
(3) The conclusion of (3) in the theorem remains true for some other extensions 
of N: for instance if N is a generic extension of N by use of the class P of 
conditions where P is: 
(i) file forcing to add a Cohen subset of [a, a+[ for all the cardinals a, 
(ii) the forcing to deny the generalized continuum hypothesis. 
On the other way there are classes O of conditions uch that r does not remain 
II~ singleton in a Q generic extension of N. 
The proof of this theorem will use the method developed by Jensen in his 
'Coding the universe by a real' [6]. A basic and important modification has to be 
done, so the entire p roo f - -and  not only one or two po in ts - -has  to be reex- 
amined. It will be of course too long and fastidious - -  and useless - -  to rewrite the 
whole proof in this new context. So, in a first step I shall prove a theorem which is 
the basic idea of the theorem and the 'building block' of it. Then, while proving 
the theorem, I shall invite the reader to work with a copy-- -and/or  a good 
knowledge- -o f  Jensen's theorem by himself. 
1o The building Mocl~, 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following: 
Theorem 2. Let M be a transitive model of ZF+ V = L. There is an M definable set 
P of conditions and a H~ formula ~o such that if N is a P generic extension of M, 
then: 
(1) N and M have the same cardinals and the same c@nality function. 
(2) There is a real a in N such that N satisfies: 
V = L(a) + ~(a) + 3! x ~o(x). 
(3) I f  f¢ is a get,eric extension of N by use of a set of conditions with the strong 
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~o2- chain condition (i. e.: V x ~ C (x = oJ a => 3 y c: x ( ;  - ¢2) 2 and 'd c, c' ~ y, c and c' 
are compatible))), then IV satisfies: =4! x ¢(x). 
"llais real comes from something as a three steps forcing extension, i work in a 
model Mo = M of V = L. 
1.1. The trees 
I define a sequence (T(n)) . . . .  of Suslin trees of height 092 in the following wa~ 
(it is an easy generalisation of Jensen's construction of a Suslin tree of height oh). 
If T is a tree I shall denote T ~ the a th  level of T and T [ a = I.Je<,, T ~. The T(n) 
will be such that: xeT~(n)~x:a - ->2.  The levels of the T(n) are defined by 
reduction as follows: 
x~_T°(n) iff x=0,  
xcT~+l(n)  iff x=yU{(a , i ) I t=Oor  1} for somey~3~(n2)  
fo~ limit a, 
cf(a) = co: x c T~(n) iff x :a - -~.2&Vh<o~x I h~TX(n)  
(since co~ = ~l,  T~(n) = ~ol) 
for limit A, 
cf(h) = ,~, 
The elements of T~(n) are branches in T(n) I h choosen (in a classical way) by 
the following forcing: 
Let ~x be the least ~ such that (T(n) ~ X).~_,, is in L~, and L~ t :ZF-  +,~ = oJ~. Let 
F~ ={(a , f )~L~[  a<o~ &f=(f,O,,f,, :a  - ,  T(n) I h s.t. 
v n, m c ,.o V ~, ,~ < o~ I f,, (,G)l = If,,,(,d)l}, 
where }xl is the level of x. Set (a , f )~(& f) iff c~>~ and 
V n e ¢o V/3 < & f,, (,8)~ f,, (,B) 
(in the ordering of T(n) ~ h). 
Because of the definitio~ of T(n) in the case of cofinality w, it is clear that b\  is 
an ~o-closed set of conditions and so there is - -  in L - -  an Fx generic over Ln .  The 
L- least one gives ~o2 branches in T(n) ~ h. They are the elements of Ta(n). This 
achieves the definition of the T(n). 
Lemma. Let a be a finite subset of w, and Ta =1],¢~ T(n). That is: a condition is a 
sequence (x,) . . . . .  such that x, ~ T(n);  and (x,),, ~ (y,,)~ if/ V n ~ oJ - a x~ ~- y,. 
Then T~ is ~o-closed and satisfies the ~o2-chain condition. Moreover let G be T~ 
generic over L and i E a, then L(G) satisfies: T(i) is Suslin. 
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Proof. Although the proof is classical, I shall give it since I shall refer to it later. 
T,, is clearly to-closed. Let A be a maximal antichain in T~,- Let X be the L-least 
such that: 
X-< L,,, & {A} U to~ c X and if a. = 60 2 ~ a~ then 2~ ~ toz and ef(,~) = to, 
(clearly such an X exists). Let I I :L~ -~ X, so A = to~ nx  = lI-~(wz). Let g be a 
function from co-a  into ~o, and 
D~ ={(a, f )e  Fa / (f,,(g(n))) ..... _,, is compatible with some element of A}. 
It is easy to see that Dg is a dense subset of Fx and that Dg ~ L. .  (since "~ > 
because La ~)t = co 2 whereas L. .~)~= to~), It follows easily that A = A flea and so 
a ~.to~. 
Assume now i~a, set b=a-{i}; then T~=T~*T(i) (where * means the 
iteration of forcing) satisfies the w2-chain condition and so T(i) satisfies in L(G) 
the ~0~-chain condition, [] 
1,2, Coding ~he branches 
For n ~ to and B. a branch in T(n) (in some generic extension of L). I shall 
define a set O. of conditions to code B,~ by a subset of toa. It is a slight 
modification of the coding by use of almost disjoint sets and one of the basic idea 
of proof of the theorem, 
1.2.! 
Let a <(3 <w~ be such that: L~ ~c~ = tol +ZF-+Vx (~.~ tot) +Vh(cf(h) --- a ~ ~a 
exists) (I shall denote 0(~,,/3) this property). I car, ce~lstruct in Lt~ the trees T(n) 
exactly as I construct in J2,,~ the right ones. I shall denote 7~(n) these trees. 
Claim l .  Assume 0(~,/~) and O(c~, ~) and /3<~, then 
This is an easy consequence of: 
Claim 2. For 7 < ~: 
(1) if L~ ~--.cf(y)= ~o, then L~:cf(~/)= ~o; 
(2) if f~ L~f:eo-~L-~W(n) 1% then f<~L~. 
Proof. (1) Let f :  co 2 ~  ~, f ~ La; g c~ L B g : y 2~ a, then gof c L~ and gof: o~ --- 
~, so g,ffE L~ ~ Lo so : '= ((gof)i~lg)~l  L o. 
(2) let g~L~g:T(n)  I'y-~JJ~a; then gof~L~ and so f~La. [] 
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1.2.2 
Fix n; let B,~ be a branch in T(n). I define the forcing Q,, in the k~llowir~g way, 
(I shall omit the subscript n when not necessary.) 
Claim 1. There is a definable function S:T -*  P(to~) such that: 
(l) if x-~ y S(x)NS(y)~to:  
(2) if I I :L0-->L~ ~ is an elementary embedding such that 
I](S(x) N c~) = S(II(x)). 
~(c~) = co~, then 
P~oof. Easy. 
A condition in Q,  is a pair (p, p') such that: 
(l) p:lpI<to~--~2 such that for c~Ip!  and ~3 if O(c~,13) and L~(p~a}~ 
ZF+a=to l=toL  then: {x~_TolS(x)nOOc~nE is bounded in ~} is a cofinal 
branch in To; (where 0 = {'~' < It)l t P(3")= 1} and E = the even ordinals = {~ + 2~fa  
limit; n ~ to}. 
(2) 0cB×to~;  { ) '~toandfor (x ,~)6p ' (S (x )  "q )N0=O.  Set (p, P')<-(q, q') if 
pDq and p'Dq" 
Note. So Q is the usual forcing to code B by a subset of ~1, except he fact ~tlat I
ensure that this subset will have enough properties when later I shall use a 
condensation argument. 
Lemma 1. Let G be O generic over L(B); then there is a subset A of to~ such ~hat: 
(l) [o(B)(G):: L(A);  
(2) for xe  T, x ~_ B iff S (x )AA NE is bounde, J in to~; 
(3) if 0(c~,[3) and Lo(AN~:~)P-ZF-+c~=~ol, then {xcT I~ iS(x )NANE is 
bounded in c~} is a cofinal branch in F~. 
IProof. The only non us~,al facl is that for any condition (p,p') and ]pl'-~3,<to~ 
there is a q :3" -~ 2 such that (q, q°) is a condition stronger than (p, p') (it is for 
that reason, I code /3 only on the even ordinals (to keep place for other things). 
Also note that since - -  l a te r - -  ~. shall work with the O,~ all together, ! have in fact 
to use a partition of to~ into to parts). 
To do that it is enough to put on the odd ordinals between lPt and [pl+~o an 
order of type 3' so that there are no c~ ~ ] i Pi, 3'] and 13 such that L 0(q ! c~)~ ZF  + 
OL: to  I . [ ]  
The foltcwing is crucial: 
Lemm~ 2. Q is w-distributive in L(B). 
Proof. Q is equivalent o the two steps forcing. 
(1) Add a subset A~ of wtNE to code B in the usual way. This is trivially 
distributive. 
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(2) The forcing 0 defined as follows: a condition is a fur~ction p: ipl tq ~o2-E 
2 such that Ipl<~o~ and for a~lpl and /3, if O(a,/3) t~nd La(AoNa, p ta)~ 
ZF-  + ~ = to~, fl~en {x c- To ! S(x) N Ao N a is bounded in al t is a cofinal branch in 
~,. 
It is clearly enough to show: 
Claim 2. 0 is oJ-dis~ributivc in L(B)(Ao)= L(Ao). 
Proof. Let (A~),<,, be a sequence of strongly dense subsets of 0 and poe O. 
Define (Xi)/ by: 
Xo = the smallest X<L~(Ao) 




such that Po, (Ai)~<o,~X, 
s.t. {x~}u x~ ~x,  
cri:Lo,(AoNcei)::~X~ for i~o .  
Define (p~)~ by: P~-,.t =the  least P-'~Pi such that p~z~ and Ipl~c~,. It is enough to 
show that p = U~<,, p~ is a condition. It is easy to see that for i <w lPil <a~ and so 
Ipl=a,o; so it remains to show that for /3>c~,o if (*): O(a,,,/3) and 
I.~ (A~ fh c~, p) t: ZF-  + a,o = tol, then {x e T o I S(x) N Ao tq a,o is bounded in a,,} is a 
cofinal branch in T~. 
For B<~/3~, this is trivial since ~r,~: Lo~(Aofqc~,)-~Lo,.(Ao) is an elementary 
embedding and Ao really codes a branch in 7' (it also uses Claim 1 in Section 
1.2.1 and Claim 1 in Section 1.2.2). 
For/3>/3,0 there is nothing to prove since (*) does not occur: tn L~(Ao,qct,.,) 
we can define the sequence (c~)i<°, using Lt3~(Aofqc~) instead of L~,:(Ao) so 
L~(Aon~,o)~g~=to. [] 
1.3.  
For n ~ to define P, = T(n) * O,, i.e. P,, is the forcing that adds a branch in T(n) 
and then codes it 'nicely' by a subset of o~. 
Lemma 1. Let P =1] ..... P,; then P is to-distributive and satisfies the to2-chain 
condition. 
Proof. It is clear from the previous results. 
Let M~ be a P generic extension of Mo. New work in M~. 
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[,emma 2. There is a sequence (A,)  ...... ,,)f ~ubsets of to~ such that M1 satisfies: 
v = L ( (A . )~, ) .  
I shall now define the last forcing C that gives the real a that will be [I~ 
singleton; a will code (by use of almost disjoint sets) the A~, in such a way that 
Az~ ~ L(a) iff a(n) = 1 and Az,~+~ L(a) iff a(n) = 0. It will be showrt tt~at in L(a)  
(as in some extension of this model) T(2n) (resp. T(2n + 1)) is Suslin iff a(n) =: 0 
(resp. -- 1). 
For s e.<~2 define C~ by: r is a condition iff r is a pair (ro, r~) such 
that: 
(1) to: I r l<~-~2; ro~s;  
(2) r', < to and 
r, co~×{(a, 2i) lro(i)= 1 and a~-A2i} 
Uto ×{(a, 2i + 1) [ ro(i) = 0 and a ,~ A2i÷t}; 
(3) i:' (n, ~)e  rl, then: 
(S(¢t)-  n )n~o= ¢; 
where 2o = {i I ro(i) = 1} and/3 --> S(/3) is some nice function giving almost disjoint 
subsets of ~o. 
Lemma 3. For s c<"2,  (2'~ satisfies the oJ~ chain condition. 
Let M2 be a Co gener,.c extension of M1. 
Lemma 4. There is a real a in M2 such that, setting 
D, ={a [ S((¢~, n ) )n  a is finite], 
then: 
if n =2i,  then; a( i )= I~D,  =A,  and a ( i )=O© D, =fL 
/f n =2 i+1,  then: a( i )= I=>D,  =~ and a ( i )=O~D,  =A,~. 
Lemma 5. Let ./V13 = L(a  ) (,~3 is strictly included in ~12); then M 3 satisfies: T(2i) is 
Suslin if[ a(i)= 0 and T(2i + 1) is Suslin iff a(i)= 1. 
Proof. The part 'if' is trivial since if a(i)= 1 (resp. 0), then A2~ (resp. A2,+1) and 
so Bai (resp. B2i+0 is in L(a). 
For the 'only if' direction I first need: 
Claim 1. M2 is generic over Mo by the following set of conditions: 
F = P * C~ = {(x,:)., (~,,, p~)., (to, r.) [ where x,, ~ T(n), (p,,, p;,) satisfies the 
definition of Q.  where B~ is replaced by {y ~ T(n) [ y ~x~} and (ro; rO 
satisfies the definition of Co where Aj is replaced by Oj}. 
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Proof. Trivial. [] 
Lenuaa 6. Let f = (p, (ro, rO) ~ F; 
product F' × F" where 
F '=[  ~,[J~ P2,,x 
ro ! 
or  
F"=~-  H P2n  X 
rt)(~t )=0 
then Fr={gcF I  g,<-f} 
I-I P2,,+~ ] • c~o; 
ro(r~ }=0 
or 
n ~ [rd 
l ' I  P2n v l . 
to( tt ) = 1 
is isomorphic to the 
Proof, Clear. 
Now suppose Lemma 5 is false; there is an i and s = (p, (ro, r0) in the generic 
such that to( i )=0 and sl~-T(2i) is not SusHn in L(a). Using Lemlna 6, write the 
generic subset of F = (H', H"); it is clear that a is in L(H'), so it remains to show: 
Claim 2. T(2i) is Susiin in L(H'). 
ProoL It is easy to see that 
ro( - | ro(l't } -= 0 
t it  or  
n ~irol n ~[roi 
(This comes flora the fact that forcing wi'~h T(n) does not add subsets o~ to>) [] 
It is then enough to show that for each ::::ep T(2i) remains Suslin. For the first 
one, i~ is exactly the lemma in Section l. 1. For the other ones it comes from the 
following: 
Lemma 7. Let N be a model of ZF and T be in N a Couslin tree of height oo_; let P 
be a notion of forcing with the strong to2-chairt condition ; then if ~r is a P generic 
exte~sion of N, 1Q satisfies: T is Suslin. 
Proof. Let A~N'  be an antichaia in T: let A be a name for A and p ip the 
generic such that: ptF/~ is an antichaip, in "i ~. 
Let B = {x c T 1 3 q <~ p, q iV ~ :-/~}. Then B ~ N" and A c B ; so it suffices to show 
that B~to,. (in N). Now work in N. For each x~B,  pick q,~<p such that 
q~l~o.~,~,; note that if x~x '  and q., and q.~, are compatible, then x and x' are 
uncompatible. Suppose B has cardinality w2; let C = {q~ ] x ~ B}. 
If C has cardinality wl, then for some q the set {x l q lk - :~A} is an antichain of 
T of cardinality Wz; this is impossible. 
So C contains (by the strong toz-chait~ condition) a subset D of pairwise 
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compatible conditions, / )  = ~o2; but then the se~ {x [ G ~ D} is an antiehain of T of 
cardinality 0_}2; and the proof is complete. 
1.4. 
Let c0(x) be the formula: 
Va </3<~o~ if ( L~ZF-+a =~o~+Vx (~o J~)+Vh(c f (h ) : : t~©r lx  e ists) a~vJ 
L~(x)~:ZF-+a=oJ~,  then: assume you decode x into ~ subsets of ,~, which 
themselves are decoded into subsets B,  of T~(n), then: 
If x( i )= 1, then B2i is a cotinal branch in g~(2i), 
If x(i):=O, then B2~,l is a cofinal branch in To(2i+ 1). 
Cliaim. ~ is equivalent to a [t~ formula. 
Lemma 1. (1) L(a)~-co(a). 
(2) For any real x, if  L(x)~q~(x), then: 
I f  x(i) = t, T(2i) is not Suslin in L(x). 
f f  x(i) = O, T(2i + l) is not Sudin in L(x). 
Proof. (i) Assume c,, ¢ satisfy the hypothesis in co; when a is decoded the 
sequence (A~ N c¢)~<,, is obtained and then the conclusion follow ; from the Lemma 
1 in Section 1.2.2. 
(2) It follows immediately from the Lowe;~heim-SkoIem theorem. 
Now Theorem 2 follows easily from all the previous results. 
t.5, 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is simply: Do the same thing with the trees 
T(n) not only on ~o2 but on all the cardinals, and choose a real a' that codes (by 
Jensen's method, with enough condensation properties) branches in the T(n) in 
such a way that a can be recover~.d by looking whether T(n) is Suslin or not. 
Doing that is only a slight modifica::ion of Jensen's proof; the important one 
comes from the following: 
One of the important fact in the l.~roof of The~rem 2 is the lemma which 
essentially says that for n¢-m T(n) remains Suslin when forcing with P,,,: this 
comes first from the property of the sequence (T(n))~, (that is easy to exter~d to 
greater cardinals) and secondly from the fact that O,,, is small in view of T(n) (the 
strong chain condition). 
In the general case. wken P,,, will bca  cla~s of conditions, P,, will not be ~small' 
in view of T(n); of course E,, can be cut into its small and big part and one has 
the lemma: 
Lemma. Let M be a model of ZF, a a cardinal in M and T a Suslin tree of height 
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a + in M; Ict P be a notion of forcing'which is a closed (i.e.: every decreasing chain 
of conditions of length c~ has a lower beund). Then if N is a P generic extension of 
M, then N satislies : T is Suslin. 
Unfortunately the big part of P,, only is a distributive and this is not sufficient 
to preserve the Suslinity of a tree (since forcing with the tree itself is distributive!). 
Happily there is a solution for that: the idea is the following: Work with the T(n) 
defined in Section 1.1; recall that the level A for ef(A)= o)~ has been defined by 
use of forcing over some L~,. Assume C is some forcing which preserves the 
cardinals and adds a subset D of ¢o 2 such that for each A, cf(A) = o~, D Ci X e L.~; 
it foltows easily from the proof of the lemma in Section 1.1 that the Z(n) remain 
Suslin in L(D). 
The essent ia l - -but  not so difficult !- -  fact that has to be examined in the 
iteration is: 
Cie.hn. In the Jensen's conditions, the level of constructibility of the conditions 
can be controlled. 
2. The Reration 
2.1. 
Defi~rfifi¢~n 1. Let a be a cardinal; 1 define X,~(~) by: 
Oefinltlon 2. Let t-~ be a cardinal; for ~ E [c~, c(+[ I define by induction the ordinals 
/x~ (i~<co) as follows: 
o t*~: = sup(~ u {t*;~ ] ~ ~ [~, ~F~); 
ix~ ~ =the least /x>/x ~ such that: 
(i) L~ ~ZF--+gxx~<cq 
(ii) if c~ is a successor cardinal el(Ix)= a ;  
u~': sup(t,~ I i < ~,), 
Definition 3. Let ~ be a limit cardinal and n e ¢0, I define one Suslin tree T(n, a) 
of height X,,~2(a) in the same way the sequence T(n) has been defined in Section 
1. The levels of the tree are defined by induction; for limit A such that 
cf(k )= X,,, ~(o~) the level is defined by forc;ng over L,,.k. 
Nel~e. (1) If ~3 is an ordinal such that L~ gZF-+there  is a greatest cardinal and 
V ~<i6 V i ~<¢otx~<tg; 
then the t~ce.; T(n, 3'} can be defined in Lt3 ~ by the same definition as the right 
ones - - fo r  any y such that L~ satisfies: 3' is a limit cardinal suda that X,,+~(3') 
exists. 
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(2) If/3 ~/~ satisfy the hypothesis of (1) and L 0 and L~ have the same cardinals, 
then the To(n~ 3") and the To(n, 3') are the same if X,+~(3`) is not the greatest 
cardinal; and if L o and La satisfy: X,+~(V) is the greatest cardinal, then: 
ra(n, 3") =/]~(n, 3')(~ L0. 
(3) Since, now I shall work on a class of cardinals one tree by level will be 
enough and simpler. 
(4) If Ix] is the level of x in T, note that x ~ L&~ for any x and that: 
V x ~- T(n, a) (cf([x])< ~,,+~(a)~ x ~ L,~,). 
(This will be often used without mention.) 
2.2. 
Now l am going to define, for each n, a forcing P(n) which looks like the final 
forcing P,, of Jansen. Fix n up to the end of this section (the subscript n will be 
often omitted). In the foltowiro, I shall also follow Jansen's notations (see [1]). 
De le t ion  l .  Let ~x be a ct~_rdil~at ~>to; define S,, as follows: 
(I) If a is not ;g,~.l(3`) for some limit cardinal % then seS~ iff s:[c¢ ]s][--~2 
such that Isl<,~ ~ and v~ls i :  
(1) s I' eeL~l ;  
(2) VI3 L~(s [ ¢) satisfies: "if O(a,~.,s ~ ~), then F(a,~,s t ~)" where O is 
"ZF- + ~ = a + + there is a greatest cardinal (not necessarily ¢!) + V i ~ a~ V~, ~ 
exists" and F is: "when s ,~ 6: is decoded by Jensea's method, a cofinal branch is 
founded in each 7~(n, 3') such that Le~3" is a limit cardinal such that X,.~(3') 
exists". 
(II) If a is X,+l(3"~ for some limit 3', then (1) is replaced by: 
(1') s ~ Zo is a branch in T(n, 3") (recall T is a binary trec); 
(1") s t .~L.~(s t zono;  
where as in [1] Z~ = {('0, v) I "O e Ord} and (-, -) is the G/Sdel pairing function. 
Note. Irl [1] for s ~ So, ordinals ~t~ are defined. 
Claim. The tJ.~ defned iv [t] are tile /zi~ l of my Definition 2. 
Proof. In the case (I) this is trivial since s ~ L~,; 
In the case (II) I only have to show that b = L~,~ (s ~ Z0) satisfies the conditions 
u---~d of ,le~sen's defir~ition of the t.t~ in the case cf(lsl)=X,+l(3`) (by Note 4 
in Definition 3), but then s ~ Z~ is (by the construction of T) generic over L~ and 
the result follows easily, [] 
Defirdfion 2o For ~ a cardival and s e S~., R~ is the set of pairs (r, r') such that: 
(i) reS , ;  
(ii) (r, r') coaes s as in [1], 
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Note. Here there is no A D~+: so the generic will be a Cohen in Z0 if o~ is not 
x,,+~(y, for some limit cardinal 3' and a branch in T(n, 3") in the other case. Define 
also the .~g*~ ( i~o;  ssS~) as in [1]. 
C lam.  (i) For i~ 1 ~4~= L,~. 
(2) For i = 1 sg~ == L,& if ~ is not X~+~(3') for some limit 3' and aq~ = L.,~l,~(s i Zo) 
in the other case. 
Lemma 1. R~ is c~ distributive in M~. 
ProoL Forcing with R~ is equivalent o the three following forcing operations 
(1) Ro to code s on Z1 and so add Do a subset of [cg ~[NZI  in such a way 
that: 
C|aim. Ro is c~ distributive in ad~. 
ProoL Assume (A,)~<~ is a sequence of strongly dense subsets of R0, (2t~)~<~e.~'~ 
and Po~ Ro-: set b =ag~ = L&: 
Define a sequence (Xi)i<,., as follows: 
Xo= the least X<b such that aU{p,,(k~)~}cX; 
X~,~=theleast  X<b such that X~U{X~}c:X: 
Xx :U  X, for limit A. 
i & 
Set o-~ :bi =L¢~:~X~ and ai =X, Dc~+ =<yi l(a-,). 
Define a sequence (p~)~ of conditions by: 
lh+, =the least p<~p~ such that pc_~l~ and Ipl>.a~ 
(i shat! prove la ter - - in  Section 2.4-- . that such a p exists); 
Px = U p~ for limit X if U p~ is a condition, undefined if not. 
i<X 
As in [1] the only problem is to show that for limit A p = Ui<,x p~ is a coadition. 
And for that t must show that p e L,. C. Bat as in [1] it is easy to see that p c L~÷~ 
(p can be defined in L~.~ by use of bx instead of b), and since ~Sx</x~ we are 
done. We now work in a4~(Do) = L,,:(Do). [] 
{2) The second step is (if ~ is X,,+ ~(3") for some limit 3'): add a branch B in 
7'(*~. 3"); this is lrivially ce distrfl~utive since T remains Suslin in L,.:(D0). 
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(3) The third has to ensure the property (2) in the definition of S~. A condition 
is a function r: 
[a, Irl In  U z~ ~ 2 
t3c~I 
such that Irl<a* and 1=[2,  ix+[if (2) has occurred (resp. {0}U[2, a*[ if not) and 
v .~e [~, kl] 
(i) r ~" ~z L.~(B n ~)(resp. t.~,~) 
(ii) V/3L~(DoN~,B n~, r I ~) (resp. L~(DoN,~, rN~)) satisfies: "if O(a, ~, 
(Do, B, r) ~ ,~), then F( . . . . . . .  )" (resp. "if O(G, ~, (Do, r) ! ,~), then F( . . . . .  )"). 
The proof that this forcing is a distributive in L~(Do, B) (resp. L,i(Do)) uses 
essentially the same argument as in Lemma 2 in Section 1.2, but since some care 
is needed, I shall repeat it. 
I shall develop the argument in the first case (when B o,',cuR;), it is the same in 
the other case. 
Begin as in the proof for Ro, "asing b = L~!,(Do, B) and define X~, c~, p~ (i ~ cx) in 
the same way; as usual I have to prove (1") and (2) in the definition of S~ only for 
= ~x~ = IPf when h is limit and p = U~<~ p~- 
(1") is as for Ro: it is easy to see that 
I now prove (2): choose /~ sach that Lg(D0na~, B nax,  p)~O~ 
Since (a~)~<x~ L .+~(DoNa~, B n a~), ~ is not greater than ~x set g = G~(s) 
(recall s es b), 
(A) Assume first there is a ~ such that Lg ~=a** .  then fi<¢,~ (since G~: 
Lc,~ ~ L,~?, and the definition of ~x'~ ensures that L~,, ~ a '  ' does not exist). 
CMm..g~lgt. 
tf 1,~t<~ then /z~<~-</~</3~ and so (by ~:r~) ~x~ exists in b; a contradiction. 
Set ~ V~(~) (so ~ is l )  and ¢ = cy~.(/~): the picture is: 
tn Lg(1),~N o~ x, B Nct~, p) <~' o~ .... 
In b. ~ ~ p c~ ~t  ~ /~ ~, ~ .~ is: 
Now work in La(Donc% B Na~, p): B No~ really is a branch; if you decode you 
first find ~" and La(gI~) satisfies O(aa, ~ ,g l~)so  (by o-~) Lo(s~) satisfies 
O(a +, t~, s ~ ~); since s s S,~. and (by CA) Lg(Donax, B n%, g l ~) satisfies F; and 
this is exactly what we need. 
(B) Assume now L/~ ~ aa is the greatest cardinal. 
Claim. fi ~ g. 
If fgi = ~ </3, then by the definition of (9,/x~ < ~-<./3x and so by G~, ~ exists in 
b; a contradiction. So in Lg (Donax, B nax, p) we can recover ~ [" fi" and so by 
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the elementarity of crag I ~ 13 Zo is a branch in the  tree (if .~t has to be one) (note 
that this does not occur when (B) appears ~ since that last t ree  has height 
aa - -  however, I give the argument, since when (B) does not appear, this case can 
occur). This achieves the proof of the lemma. [] 
Defining S~ and R D as in [1] (see Definition 2, p. 37) we have: 
Lemma 2. R ° satisfies the ot e+-chain condition in ,No. 
Proof. Each step of the iteration satisfies i t - -and  even the strong chain condi- 
tion, except for adding a branch in the tree. [] 
2.3. 
The other definitions and lemmas used to define what is called P,, in [1] are 
exactly as in [1], except one point: It is more convenient to define -~ p. :~, to be a code 
for s¢~.x.,,~(,) (instead of M~,,. in [1]). That does not modify the proof in [1] but for 
me it ensures that there is no intrusion of the coding at limit cardinals with the 
branches. Now what I call P(n) (remind n was fixed) is what it called P~ in [1]. 
I have to show the lemmas that say: 
(1) a condition can be arbitrarily extended; 
(2) P,(n) is r-distributive. 
I shall prove that later and now show how to conclude. At the moment the 
following will be clear. 
Lemma i .  Let N be a P(n) generic extensio ~ o[ Mo; then there is a subset A,, of oa~ 
such that N s~tisfies: 
(1) ZF+ V = L(A,,). 
(2) V a < co~ V8 if L o (A,  Ct a) ~ ZF-  + there is a greatest cardinal + a = w~ = o~-, 
then if you decode A,, rl c~ by Jensen's method you find a cofinal branch in each 
T~(n, ~/) such that L~ 3~ is a limit cardinal and X,+l('/) exists. 
Let M1 be a I-I . . . .  P(n) generic extension of Mo. Define the forcing C~ as in 
Sectkm 1. Let M2 be a C~ generic extension of M1. This gives the real a for which 
1 must prove. 
Lemma 2. For all the limit % L(a) satisfies: 
T(2i, ~) is Suslin if[ a( i )=0,  
T(2i + 1, ~/) is Suslin iff a(i) = 1. 
This fo l lows- -as  in Section 1 -  from Lemmas 3 to 5. 
Lemma 3. Let f = (p(n)) ...... (ro, rl)) be a condition ir~ 
F= Fl P(.)* c~, 
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then Ff ={gEF  l g~f} is isomoaphic to the product F' × F" where 
F '= (o~.l-~=, 1P(2n) x ~o<.,=oI-I P(2nq: l ) ) *C  .... 
or  o r  
,: ;*]rol n ~-ird 
( n; rl ,,f n +,)). 
' r~(n ) ~ 0 ro(n  ) = t 
Proof. Trivial. [] 
Lemma 4. Let 3~ be a limit cardinal, a be a finite subset of ~o and n ~ a. Let N be a 
I]m¢.P(m) generic extension of Mo, then N satisfies: T(n, V) is Suslin. 
Proof. Set ~=X.+,('/); still using the notation in [t], there are subsets 
D., (m~ a) of [c~, c('[~,uch that: P(m) = P~(m) * P~°-,(m). 
Claim. 
Proof. This follows easily from the fact that Ii,,,¢. P~(m) is a distributive and c~ is 
a successor cardinal. [] 
So [I.,¢~ P(m) is as a two step forcing: 
The first one gives a model that satisfies: 
V= L((I).,),,~¢,)+V m6 aD, ,  c[a ,  ~+[+V ~_ [c~, a '[Vm O,, i" ~ L,,~. 
So T(n, 30 is Suslin in L((D,,0,,~,); this follows from the Lemma .6 below. 
The second one satisfies the ~+ strong chain condition, so T(n, 3') remains 
Suslin by Lemma 5 below. [] 
Lemma 5. Let M be a model of ZF, a a cardinal and T a Suslit; tree of height a +; 
let P be a notion of fi~rcing that satisfies the ~+ strong chain condition and N be a P 
generic extension of M; then N satisfies: T is Suslin. 
Proof. As in Lemma 7 in Section 1.3. [] 
Lemma 6. Let M be a model of: ZF+ V = L(D),  D c c~ + for some regular cardinal 
~. Let T be the Suslin tree of height c~ ÷ defined in L as in Section t (by forcing over 
Ld~ for cf(~) = a). Assume: V ~ < ~+(cf(,~) = a ~ D ~ ~ ~ Ld).  Then T is Suslin in 
M. 
~'roof. This is an easy corollary to the proof of the (generalized) lemma h~ Section 
1.1. 
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Definition. Let ~ be the formula: Va</3<¢, J l  if L~(x)~ZF-+a=o) l  =
o~°+there is a greatest cardinat-4-V~ V i<o)tx~ exists, thea if you decode x by 
Jensen's method you find a cofinal branch in T~(n, 3") for each 3' such that Le ~3" 
is a limit cardinal and for each n such that: 
n=2 i  and x( i )= l  
or  
n=2i+l  and x(i)=O. 
Now the theorem follows easily from all the previous results; the argumerlt for (3) 
in the theorem being: (by use of Lemma 5) you cannot kill all the T(n, 3') by 
forcing with a set of conditions. 
It remains n.ow to prove that conditions can be arbitrarily exlended and then 
distributivity. 
2.4. 
Lemma 1. Let 0 be. a formula; a a cardinal; let C be ~he following notion of 
fl)rcing: a co,~di~.ion is a function c:[a, t ct[--+ 2 such that i ci< a + and for ~ ~ ]ci 
(1) c I ~e L~i, 
(2) V(~Lo(c I ( )~(ZF-+~ = a~ =>g,), 
then for any condition co and 3"e[tcl,(.~*[there is a condition c~co  such that 
icl=v. 
As a corrollary of this temma we immediately have: 
Lemm~ 2. Any condition in R~ can be arbitrarily extended. 
Proof of Lem.~a 1. By induction on y ; for 2 successor this is trivial, so let y be a 
limit ordinal. 
Tile proof of []~. (see for' instance [1, Section 6]) shows that there is a closed 
unbounded set D of Is, 3,rsuch that IDl~<oe (the order type ,3f D) and for all 
Let (y~)~<~. be the monotone numeration of D;  I may assume 'go ~ lcol and 3q is 
a limit ordinal for i<  h, 
For any ordinal /3 = ,f + n where ~ is limit set f(~) = £+2n + 1. 
Define q (i-~h) by induction as follows: 
c~.~:=e~tOXE where Xe is the characteristic function of the set E= 
{.v,i}LO{f([~)[13ec'} where c' is the least c stmh that c c~.3'. 3'~+1[ and ci UX~ is a 
condition, 
cn = U~<.~ q for limit r~ if {_j q is a condition, tmdefined if not. 
As usual it is enough to show that for limit ~1c = t]~<.~ q is a condition and for 
that to see that (1) and (2) in the definition of C is true for ~: = %, (2) is trivial 
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since D fh % can be recovered from c so there {s ~~o ~9 such that 
I.,~(c)~ 3`~ - ~ +.  
(I) since D N 1/.~ ~ L,~t, it follows easity that c ~ L~,. 
The other iemma tha: has to be proved is lemma 1,6 in [1] with the new 
condition that control the level of constructibility. 
Definition L Let a be a cardinal; define ~¢~ to be the set of functions :[a, [sl[ ~ 2 
such that Is l<a ~ and for ~]s]  s [" ~L .~.  
Def i r~on 2. Let K be a limit cardinal, A a subset of [1<, K~[ such that: V~< 
K~A f-~£~ L.~; let I be the set of successor cardinals less than ~. For -r a cardinal 
less than ~ define /5. by: 
A condition is a sequence p =(P.)o,~ni.~ such that: 
(b vvp., ~ £,. 
(2) If IPt is defined by: IPl = the least ~ such that p ~ L.., rhea ['or ~ < IPt there is 
a v~I  such that: V3,~[v,  ~[rhI 
{: 
if not 
(where the 0¢~ are defined as in [5]). 
Lemma 3. For any p ~ _P. and ( ~ IPl there is a q ~ p such that ]ql :-= ~, 
The proof follows the proof in [1]: I shall need: 
ll,em~,~a 4. Let 3" be a successor cardinal; ~ ~ [3`, 3~+[ such that cf(~) < 3'; ~ ~ ]~, 3" +[ 
inch that cf(/x) = - /and  L~ I: ZF-  + V x(~ ~< ~t); X ~ ~ such that X ~ L and V ~1 < 
X N TI ~ L..  'lNen X ~ L. .  
Proof. Set A = cf(~)< 3'; the proof follows immediately from the two claims, 
Claim L 
L~ ~cf(~:) = A~ 
Let f ~ L; f:  h -* ~ be cofinaI, iniective g ~ L.  ; g : ~ --> -/bijective, then gof: h --~ 
7 injective, so since ~ is regular gof~ Lvc  L,, and so f~ L~, 
C I~ 2. Let f~  L~:A-*  ~ be cofinal, increasing and x~ = X r3 f(i); then (xi)~<a 
g~. 
Let q~:~-~L,  be the canonical enumeration of L~; set rt~=~-1(x~); it is 
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enough to show: (~)~<~ L. but this follows by the same argument as in Claim 1 
frorn cf(tx) = 3" > A. 
Preof of [,emma 3. The successor case is as in [1] (I of course use Lemma 1 to 
extend p up to pt.~). 
For the limit ease, I extend p using a closed unbounded subset of [tpl, ¢[ coming 
from a [] sequence. As usual it is enough to prove that for a limit )t ff p = U~<x p~, 
ther~ for 3'~ Ip ,  ~ L,, 4 It follows easily from Lemma 4 and the fact I may always 
assume that ~. < 3' (if the order type of the c.u.b, is less than ~c this is easy; if not, 
then K is regular and the p~ are defined in such a way that p~ = U~<x Pit is a non 
trivial union only for 3">)~(remind 3' is a successor)). 
Now the proof of the extendability of the conditions is exactly as in [1], using 
the presqous lemmas and specially the Lemma 4. 
The only (slight) different point is in Lemma 2.14.3 of [1] when the r~, 4~i are 
defined. I must be more careful since for limit i (r})i< ~ is not necessarily in .~/~; so 
r~ has to be defined in the following way: 
Let ~ be the least such that x~ E L~, where x, = tP ~/3~; (r~.~ I h ~ i); ~ I f3~); define 
r~ by: r~oU{(rli, 5)}Ur' where r' is such that: 
(1) "q~ is s.t. L,4~x~ has number l~ in the canonical well ordering of V; 
(2) r' is the least rm [Irwl, txt,[ C'l Z4 such that r~ ~ St~ ,. It is then easy to see that 
It is then easy to see that 
r* = U r,~ E so, 
~zta 
and the end of the lemma is the same. [] 
2.5. 
'Fhe distributivity is proved as in [1]. I shall only mention the points where 
something has to be changed or where some care is needed, Lemma 3.7 in [1] has 
to be replaced by: 
Lerama. Assume distributivity holds up to a ; let s ~ S~ ~ , "r ~ a and let D c ['r, c~ ~[ 
be P~ generic over s~ then: 
(1) s, Dc=L,~ (D~); 
(2) for y~[r,  ~] and ~c[y,  y+[ then 
(i) D~ t ~cL,!. (resp. if y=X,+l(v)  for some limit cardinal v DvNZ o is a 
branch in T(n, v) and D.~ I ( c  L,,,(Dv AZoN~));  
(ii) V(3L~(D, M~) satisfies: " / /O,  then F". 
Proof. As i1~ [I]. [ ]  
The only other poit!t is in the proof of Lemma 3.22(a) in [1]. I have to verify 
the additional property of S~. 
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There are two things to look at: tim usual fact:, in [ l]  and the branches in the 
trees. MoreQver we have to show that I-[,, P;(n) is r-distributive, not only that for 
each n P~(n) is r-distributive, since the product of r-distributive forcings is not 
necessarily r-distributive. 
What about branches? 
Note that 
[-[ P~(n) =:'- P~.(n) * 1-] RD" for some generic sets D,. 
With the first forcing there are no problems with the branches ince all the trees 
involved in this forcing are r-dosed. 
For the second one there are no problems too with the branches except for the 
n (if there is one) such that: 
r=x,,+~(~) for some limit /3. 
But T(n,/3) is Suslin in L,,,. (D,, ] m <oo), since L~, and L,,: (D,,, Im < ~) have the 
same subsets of r + and it is well known that forcing with a Suslin tree of height r" 
is r distributive. 
So i can 'forget' the branches and only have to look at the properties (t) and (2) 
in & :  We start the construction with .~= L~ instead of M~ in [1]. 
The b appearing in the lemma is some L,, with ~.' < >lb~l but since the sequence 
(pl)i~ a is definable from b as it was defined from ,9/~ it follows that p~ < L~.~. 
The second property of & comes from the fact that p~ is generic over the 
imitation of P{ in b, so the result follows for a /3 ~a* ;  it remains to show it for 
/3 e ]a*0 ~'[ (since L~.+I g{p~] = T) but this is exactly as in Lemma 1 in Section 2.2. 
This achieves the proof of Theorem 1. 
2.6, 
(1) Following exactly the proof of Theorem 0.2 in [t] we see that the real in my 
theorem I may be assumed to be in L(0#). 
(2) To prove that the real is not provably II~ singJeton, do as follows: Start from 
P'fl (the I[I, P(n) generic extension of M0) and choose M~ to be a C~ x C o generic 
extension of M~; then there are two different reals a and a' that satisfy g~ so 
L(t,, a')~ 3! x q~(x). 
(3) The following gives a slight improvement o Theorem 1: I may assume - -  as 
in [7 ) - - that  the trees are such that: if c~ = ]TI and Bo, Bt are distinct, cofinal 
branches in T, then geLm'"n0<c~ (simpty use an elementary, saturated--- in the 
sense of model theory- -extens ion of the Rational numbers); I may assume too 
that the first level in T only has two points: the right and the left one. 
When forcing with the P(n) I may assume that all the branches are left 
branches (i.e.: their first point is the left one) and so in g, it can be said that the 
branches are lea ones. 
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Now in L(a) some trees remain Suslin; add in these trees right branches.  Let  N 
be this extension.  In N a remains  II~ s ingleton since if x is another  real satisfying 
¢¢, then for some i, T(i) will have two branches:  a right and a left one,  and this is 
impossible. 
More general ly if N is an extens ion of N and if there is another  eal x in/~' that 
satisfies q~, then a class of cardinals are col lapsed (in the context  I prove the 
theorem it is {X,~,2(/3) I/3 limit cardinal and- -someth ing  as- - -  a(n) ~:x(n)}). I 
may assume that this class is {o~ + i o~ regular}. 
It would be more  interest ing if [ could assume that all the successor cardinals 
were col lapsed since then an extension of N where  a is not 11~ would have to 
contain 0#; but it seems difficult to do that: it would be necessary to build trees of 
length successors of singular cardinals: it does not seem difficult to build such 
trees which are Suslin and have at most one branch (as far as Irl is not col lapsed);  
but in the proof  [ also need the fact that: (1) the trees are closed enough (all the 
br~:nches of 'small '  length have extension in the tree); (2) the tree remain Suslin in 
some extension of L - • • and I do not know how to do that! 
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